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Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in which computers have human brain like 
“thinking ability” is being used, today, by most major companies across 
America and the world. In fact, there is a massive technology race for 
dominance in AI between the USA and China....and it›s close. Very close.

AI is data driven and is built around pattern recognition. China has more 
data from a population that is 4-5 times bigger than the US. They have 
more data, and they are very good at turning data into information and, 
then, action with customers, vendors, and partners. Those actions in the 
coming years will fundamentally change the way the world works. It is 
disruptive and ethically challenging.

Electric, gas and water utilities will not be immune to the coming 
changes… 

Electric, gas and water utilities are clearly recognized as critical infra-
structure required for social stability, public health and positive economic 
growth and development. These utilities are commonly regulated or gov-
ernment owned and tend not be early adopters of emerging technologies 
since so much of society is built upon their firm foundation. They clearly 
recognize the need for innovation, but their importance and regulated 
nature produces a slower pace of technology adoption. However, given 
the massively disruptive nature of AI developed by competing powers 
with very divergent world views, electric, gas and water utilities need to 
engage in AI and should participate in or conduct AI pilots on their sys-
tems and with their customers starting…yesterday. 
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This paper endeavors to define AI, describe the strong role data and data 
scientists have in the development and effective use of AI and then pro-
pose applications for AI pilots or programs in the electric, gas and water 
utility industries. 

What is Artificial intelligence?
Artificial Intelligence, like the human brain, functions  around “pattern 
recognition.” As a child, we learn by using our five senses to communi-
cate to our brain. Over time, our brain recognizes the look, feel, smell, 
sound or taste of an infinite number of people, places and things. With 
today’s advanced computing technology and massive amounts of data 
storage, a computer can do the same thing. 

Artificial intelligence is therefore defined by Webster’s Dictionary as “a 
branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of intelligent 
behavior in computers: the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent 
human behavior.” 

Several major companies are growing in dominance in AI due to huge 
“barriers to entry” such as the need for state of the art hardware, soft-
ware and storage, the extraordinary requirements for R&D funding, and 
the ability to attract and retain the top computer and data scientists on 
the planet. Data scientists graduate from a handful of elite university 
programs with PhD’s in computer science. They model data, write algo-
rithms and create predictive models to identify trends in a myriad of use 
cases to reach strategic conclusions. Chinese companies that compete 
for data scientists are Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent. US companies that 
compete for data scientists are Google, Microsoft, Apple, Facebook, IBM 
and Amazon. The US government and military, other countries, smaller 
emerging technology companies, and electric, gas and water utilities 
will find it very hard to compete for talent. But, “hard” does not mean 
impossible…

Starting an AI Pilot
Utilities that learn about and apply AI to their systems can 1) use it for 
their competitive advantage during discussions with regulators, inves-
tors or during M&A activities or 2) use AI to package and sell to other 
slower moving utilities that do not have the staff, hardware or software 
to implement AI but are willing to purchase the products and serivices 
derived thereof. Therefore, start with a planned strategy that develops 
AI pilots on concepts that make good business sense for your utility. 
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Brainstorm ideas with a diverse group of employees from multiple parts 
of the organization and various ages, gender, religions, and races. One 
of the emerging challenges in AI is that algorithms are written by a nar-
rowly-focused, mostly homogenous group of highly educated computer 
scientists that do not bring other views and perspectives into software 
that will impact customers or systems for years to come. People quit, die 
or retire and then, later, the basis of algorithms become a theoretical 
“black box” where no one really knows the decisions made within the 
algorithms or how the outcomes are decided. It cannot be reverse engi-
neered. Pick a great team… 

Data is a corporate asset. Clean it, store it and protect it. Secure the 
rights to use data as needed and make sure that your customers “opt 
in” to your use of their data. Data accuracy is important to make sure 
that small errors or false positives/negatives do not get written into 
algorithms, impact the customers or systems and never get discovered 
or resolved. Built-in error that humans can see and understand in cus-
tomer service or system operations confounds users, but the source of 
the error is a mystery. Ownership of data and the rights of owners will 
be a major issue in the years to come as people understand the perva-
sive nature of AI in their lives. Therefore, historical and anonymous data 
can be used very effectively to test theories and write algorithms before 
using live data and implementing a pilot that potentially impacts custom-
ers or systems.

Hire a data scientist. Or, maybe you have a promising new grad or intern 
that has the interest and aptitude to learn about AI. Average data sci-
entists with great data beat great data scientists and average data,….
every day. The major AI competitors in China and the US will hire the 
top data scientists….you need reasonable intellect, hard work ethic and 
passion for the emerging technology that will likely impact the future of 
your utility…forever. 

Data scientists will identify patterns in your basic data and bring these 
patterns to the attention of internal Subject Matter Experts (SME›s) to 
decipher and determine possible cause and effects. One large southern 
utility deployed advance meter infrastructure across their system. Savvy 
system operators noticed that voltage anomalies were occurring on 
some pole-mounted distribution transformers. They reported their find-
ings to the transformer shop and were assured that “all was well with the 
identified transformers”…System Operations persisted and, ultimately, 
the shop tested the transformers. In 100% of the cases, the transform-
ers were getting ready to fail. Teamwork and collaboration amongst your 
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data scientists and SME’s will be important. Likewise, data scientists 
will need to understand that rules change. They are not future proof. 
Technologies, markets and economics change and algorithms need to 
adjust accordingly. 

Pick the AI Pilots Wisely
Industry disruption is unnerving. Understand that AI is coming to every 
facet of our lives…personal, business and societal. You have picked an 
internal team; you are curating your data; and you have a data scientist 
(or two): now, pick a pilot project. Here are a few ideas: 

Distributed Energy Resource (DER) integration into the grid can be 
streamlined with an integrated capacity analysis that evaluates 
many system and locational attributes well beyond the human 
ability to analyze. Match customer applications of roof top solar, gas 
or hydrogen fuel cells, battery storage and electric vehicle charging 
stations with the prioritized best, least cost, places on the grid to 
make the DER additions and needed grid investments. AI allows the 
analysis of multiple secondary and tertiary factors such as traffic 
patterns, neighborhood income levels, crime, air quality, etc. 

Frequently asked questions in the call center and 
on-line can use voice recognition and respond 
with very accurate chatbots or human voices 
using current AI tools and individual customer 
data much like credit card companies use today. 
In many cases, questions are satisfactorily 
answered without utility operator input.

Asset condition assessment can be made from 
real time monitors, UAV’s or old-fashioned man-
ual inspection. Inspection results can now be 
cross-referenced with multiple layers of data 
well beyond human comprehension and speed. 
Consider weather data, changes in GPS location, 
changes or rate of changes in temperature, pres-
sure, number of operations, year of installation, 
product vendor information, etc. Now, all these 
data points inform decisions for action in the field. 

Artificial Intelligence will cap-
ture changes in the GPS loca-

tion of leaning poles or missing 
poles after major storms. 
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Warehouse inventory and that of nearby distributor warehouses 
can be affixed with radio frequency identification (RFID) codes and 
matched with locations, lead times and total inventories to assist 
during major outage events or construction programs. 

AMI data for customer usage patterns and system trends will inform 
AI to improve customer service and system reliability by identifying 
or forecasting needs before they make negative impacts

Asset Management for new investment programs like fire miti-
gation, pole hardening and strategic undergrounding offers vast 
amounts of data based on customers, contractors, invoices and 
payments, work progress. asset location and access, vendor prod-
ucts and spec sheets and all the planning, design and construction 
specifications and contracts that can be shown visually in individual 
layers of data, but merged via artificial intelligence into a more infor-
mative tool for expediting, reporting and forecasting.

Contracts across the organization can be scanned into the AI sys-
tem and are then available for language queries on various dates, 
vendors and topics. Utility teams can identify any lack of consis-
tency amongst terms and conditions for individual contracts or 
groups of vendors for specific goods, services or projects, 

Theft detection and hidden losses can be resolved with smart 
meter data and AI algorithms

Leak detection on water and gas lines is attributable to a wide 
variety of factors such as pipe condition, corrosion, welds or joints, 
quality of back fill, moisture, pressure anamolies, dig-ins and more. 
AI can analyze this 
assortment of data 
and valuable meter 
data with oversight 
from SME’s and 
make good rules to 
prioritize mainte-
nance or replace-
ment programs. 

Payment trends 
with customers and 

Artificial Intelligence uses a wide 
array of available data to inform 
decisions on leak detection and 
advancing pipe corrosion for gas 

and water lines, valves and pumps.  
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vendors /AR can be quickly referenced to contract terms and condi-
tions and flag early signs of issues

Work From Home (WFH) quality and productivity can be measured 
with new metrics beyond amount of time “logged In” such as cor-
rections per drawing, report or customer interaction or number of 
satisfactory customer engagements, customer survey results and 
production rates for various assignments. Find the metrics that are 
fair but allow algorithmic verification of results using AI

Safe driver and operator metrics for utility and contractor fleets 
will improve the safety and productivity of the crews and individu-
als deployed to the field in all scenarios of work. AI will identify the 
safest drivers and operators for recognition and maximize routing 
efficiency amongst many other possibilities. 

Data on driver and operators of utility and contrac-
tor fleets will improve safety and productivity thru AI
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HR screening for new applicants that asks targeted questions 
for various types of roles within the organization. Based on the 
answers, candidates maybe be considered best equipped for alter-
nate opportunities. 

Rate analysis for each individual customer that combines usage 
patterns over time and the details of every residential and com-
mercial rate structure offered by the utility against demographic, 
weather and locational data. This could be a tool for new rate 
design as well. 

Create “digital twins” of infrastructure assets or 
systems and use to combine design, construc-
tion and operations & maintenance data into a 
single model that allows planning and forecast-
ing based on varied inputs such as weather, 
system loads, planned and unplanned system 
outages, deferred maintenance and customer 
demands,

Vegetation management algorithms that employ 
tree, shrub and grass species, moisture content 
of soil or rainfall, soil type, days and intensity of 
sunshine, last maintenance performed (spray 
or cut), contractor or crew used and more to 
implement an advanced vegetation manage-
ment program

Joint use pole attachments with utility, location 
on pole, conductor size and estimated tension, 
class of pole, age of pole and calculated likeli-
hood of NESC violation. 

Collect the soils reports from every geotech report in the service 
territory that can be found and put the boring logs as a special data 
layer into a GIS based system map. Allow AI access to this data 
source as a secondary or tertiary source to use in analysis. 

Data on joint use poles and vegetation 
management informs artificial intel-
ligence for operational excellence 
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Conclusions
There is a massive technology race for dominance in AI between the USA 
and China. AI will fundamentally change the way the world works. It is 
disruptive and ethically challenging.

Electric, gas and water utilities will not be immune to the coming 
changes….. 

Given the massively disruptive nature of AI developed by competing pow-
ers with very divergent world views, electric, gas and water utilities need 
to engage in AI and should participate in or conduct AI pilots on their 
systems and with their customers starting…yesterday. 

Additional Reading
“The Big Nine” by Amy Weber in 2019 at https://amywebb.io/books

“The Encyclopedia of Artificial Intelligence” edited by Frana and Klein in 
2021

“Artificial Intelligence in Practice” in 2019 by Bernard Marr (features 50 
well-known companies that use AI) at https://bernardmarr.com/books/

https://openai.com/about/ Co-Founded by Elon Musk

http://uswateralliance.org/about-us

https://www.srpnet.com/water/conservation.aspx

https://www.epri.com/research/sectors/pdu

https://www.aga.org/research/

https://www.tensorflow.org/quantum
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